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ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONSto students:

1 This is a question paper-cum-answer script containing 28 pages back to back (i. e., on both sides of 14 sheets) .
HENCE,NO SEPARATEANSWERSCRIPTSHOULDBEUSED.Maximum marks for this exam is 100.

2. Attempt all 9 questions, for which the space provided for answers should be normally sufficient. If you really need
extra space, you may use the pages 2, 26, 27 & 28, clearly mentioning the question number there.

3. Question No 1 contains 20 objective type questions with one correct answer only having 1 mark each. Wrong

answer will attract a penalty of 0.5 marks each.

4. Final answer for objective questions should be ticked on the corresponding box. More than 1 tick will be treated
as wrong answer.

5. For rough work, you may also use the bottom half of this page and any unused space on pages 2, 26, 27 & 28.

6. Make suitable assumptions, wherever absolutely necessary.

Space for rough work / extra space for answer(s):
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I) First question is a set of 20 objective questions. Each question carries 1 mark. There
is negative marking of 0.5 marks on each wrong answer. Kindly check the
appropriate box in front of the objective question.

I. If Froude law of similitude exists between a model and a prototype, then the force ratio F, =

(a) L;.
(c) L;p, (d'------'

(b) ,--I _---'

(d) 1'------'

II. If Reynold law of similitude exists between a model and a prototype, then the force ratio F, =

(a)1 (b)1

(d (d) 1

(a)1 (b)1

(c)1 (d) 1

(a) L~Pr (b) f..l;p,~1

(d) L -Irf..l,Pr

III. In Reynolds law of similitude the discharge ratio Q, =

(a) t.»,/o,

(d) LrP"/ u,

IV. If the same fluid is used both in the model and prototype, and if it is desired to have equal
Reynolds number and Froude number in the model and prototype, the scale of the model is

V. A river model is constructed to a horizontal scale of 1 : 1000 and a vertical scale of 1 : 100. If
the model discharge were 0.1 m3

/ s , then the discharge in the prototype would be

(b)=1===
(d) ,--I _---'

(a) Vr (b) v,V2

(e) 1

(a)1,------,
(d'------'(e) 105 m3

/ s

(d) ,--I _---'

VI. A liquid flows in a 30 ern diameter pipe at a Reynolds number Of 106 • If the friction factor is
0.025, the thickness of laminar sub layer, in nun, is

(c) is a function of R, and c)ro only (d) is a function of R, only (c) I __ ~

(a) 0.025

(c) 0.062

(b) 1.00

(d) 0.0031

VII. For hydro-dynamically smooth pipes the friction factor f

(a) is a constant (b) is a function of e s / ro
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(b) ,--I ~

(d) L-I _---'

(a) ,--I _--' (b) ,--I _--'

(d) ,--I _--'



VIII. The loss at the exit of a submerged pipe in a reservoir is

V2
(b) V2 (a) 1 (b)1

(a) 0.5-
2g 2g (d (d) 1
V2

(d) negligibly small(e) 0.1-
2g

IX. A pipeline connecting two reservoirs has its diameter reduced by 10% over a length of time due
to chemical deposit action. If the friction factor remains unaltered, for a given head difference in
the reservoirs this would reflect in a reduction in discharge of

(a) 10% (b) 14.6% (a) L-..I _--'

(c) ,--I _--'

(b)1,------,
(d) 1,-------,(c) 23.2% (d) 31.6%

X. Two pipelines of equal length and diameter of 20 em and 30 em respectively are connected in
parallel between two reservoirs. If the friction factor f is the same for both the pipes, the ratio of
the discharges in the smaller to the larger size of the pipe is

(a) 0.363

(c) 0.667

(b) 0.444

(d)0.137

(a) ,--I _--'

(c )1L-.._--'

(b)1,-------,
(d) 1,------,

XI. Match List I (Phenomenon) with List II (tool for dynamic similarity) and select the correct
answer using the code given below the lists.

List I List II

A. Flow in open channel 1. Froude number

B. Flow in pipe 2. Reynolds number

C. Movement of bullet in air 3. Weber number

D. Capillary flow 4. Mach number

5. Thoma number

Codes A B C 0

(a) 2 3 4

(b) 2 3 5 (a)1 (b)1

(c) 2 3 4 5 (c)1 (d) I
(d) 2 4 3
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XII. In a distorted model of a free surface flow phenomenon L,. = horizontal scale and h, = vertical

scale. Match the following two lists pertaining to the model.

List I List 11

A. Pressure 1. MOLora

B. Power 2. ML-2r-2

c. Reynolds Number 3. Mer3

D. Specific Weight 4. MC'r-2

Codes A B C 0

(a) 3 4 2
(b)1(a)1

(b) 4 3 2 (d (d) 1
(c) 4 3 2

(d) 3 4 2

XIII. Consider the following statements regarding the laminar flow through a circular pipe.

I. The friction factor is constant

2. The friction factor depends upon the pipe roughness

3. The velocity distribution is parabolic

4. The pressure drop varies directly with the square of mean velocity of these statements

(a) 1 and 4 are correct (b) 3 and 5 are correct (a) 1<-._--,
(c) 1..-1 _--'

(b) IL...-..-.J
(d) IL...-..-.J(c) 2 and 4 are correct (d) 3 and 4 are correct

XIV. Consider the following statements:

1. Flow is established in a pipe when the boundary layer thickness is equal to the radius
of the pipe.
2. For laminar flow, the friction factor in Darcy- Weisbach equation varies inversely as
the Reynolds number.
3. For turbulent flow, the friction factor in Darcy-Weisbach equation varies inversely as
the square of Reynolds number
4. When the boundary is rough, the friction factor varies with the relative roughness of
the pipe. Of these statements,

(a) 1,2 and 3 are correct

(c) 2,3 and 4 are correct

(b) 1,2 and 4 are correct

(d) 1,3 and 4 are correct

(a )1,--_--'

(dL...-..-.J
(b) 1..-1 _--'

(d) 1..-1 _--'
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XV. Assuming the thrust T of a propeller depends upon the diameter D, speed of advance V, angular
velocity OJ, dynamic viscosity Jl and density p which of the following dimensionless parameters
can be derived by dimensional analysis?

(a) ~, (b) VDJl
pD-V- P

(e) DOJ (d) VDp
V Jl

(a) 1,2 and 3 are correct (b) 2,3 and 4 are correct
(c) 1,3 and 4 are correct (d) 1,2 and 4 are correct

(dL-_--'

(b)L-1_--'

(d) 1L- _--'

XVI. Assertion (A): In dimensional analysis, dimensionless numbers can be expressed as ratios of
forces acting on the system

Reason (R): In dimensional analysis, Mach number is the ratio of inertia force to elastic Force.

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not a correct explanation of A
(c) A is true but R is false (a)1
(d) A is false but R is true '------'

(c)L-1_--'

(b)L-1_--'

(d) L-I _--'

XVII. Assertion (A):In the equation hi = f ~V2 ,for laminar flow through a pipe of diameter d, th
d 2g

term V (mean velocity) is given by V = (PI - P2 )r2
8Jl/

Reason (R): The term f (friction factor) in the above equation equals 64/Re, where Re is the

Reynolds number

(a)Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not a correct explanation of A
(c) A is true but R is false
(d) A is false but R is true

(a)L-1_--'

(c)L-1_--'

(b)L-1_--'

(d) L-I _--'

Assertion (A): Energy is lost in a sudden contraction in a pipeline

Reason (R): If the flow is reversed, energy is gained at the transition which acts as an expansion.

XVIII.

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not a correct explanation of A
(c) A is true but R is false
(d) A is false but R is true
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(a)L-1 _--'

(d,-------,
(b)L-1 _--'

(d) L-I _--'



XIX. Assertion (A): A loss of head at a sudden contraction in a pipe is smaller than that at a sudden
expansion

Reason (R): When the flow contracts, it tends to become irrotational

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not a correct explanation of A
(c) A is true but R is false
(d) A is false but R is true

(a)I,--_~

(c ),--1 _--'

(b)1'--_--'
(d) I,---~

XX. Assertion (A): A minor change in the specific energy at or close to critical state will cause a
major change in depth

Reason (R): Froude number being equal to unity characterizes a critical state of flow.

(a) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A
(b) Both A and R are true but R is not a correct explanation of A
(c) A is true but R is false
(d) A is false but R is true

(a) ,--I _--'

(d'---------'
(b) ,--I _--'

(d) ,--I _-""

2) Using 'Dimensional Analysis' answer the following questions

a) The pressure drop in an air duct depends on the length and diameter of the duct, the
mass density, viscosity of the fluid and the velocity of the flow. Obtain an
expression for the pressure drop in dimensionless form. [5]

b) For the problem mentioned in (a), estimate the pressure drop in a 20 m long air
duct if a model of the duct operating with water produces a pressure drop of 10 kNI
m2 over 10m length. The scale ratio is I: 50 [5]

P ••ater =lOOOkglm3
; Pair =1.2kglm3

; fLwater =O.OOlN.slm2; flair =O.0002N.slm2;

c) A river carries a discharge of 16,000 m3 I s of water at a depth of 8.0m and slope of
0.0025 when its width is 400 m. Above 15 km reach of this river is to be
reproduced in the laboratory where 30 rn long space is available. Determine the
appropriate horizontal and vertical scales for this model. Also, determine the
roughness scale and the model slope. [5]

Answer:
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3) A triangular duct resting on a side carries water with a free surface as shown in the
figure below. Obtain the condition for maximum discharge in this channel when (a)
m=0.5 and (m) = 1.0 [5]

t
y

~----------~-~--
B

Answer:
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4) A hydraulic jump occurs in a horizontal 90° triangular channel. If the sequent depths in
this channel are 0.60 m and 1.20 m respectively. Channel is assumed to be frictionless.
The other two sides of the triangular channel are of equal lengths. estimate
(i) The flow rate, (ii) Froude number at the beginning and end of the jump and (iii)
Energy loss in the jump [10]

Answer:
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5) A) Derive the wave speed c of a small amplitude solitary wave without using energy
approach. Appropriate sketches/diagrams carry marks. Each and every step with
proper assumptions should be mentioned. [6]

B) In flowing from section (l) to section (2) along an open channel, the water depth
decreases by a factor of2 and the Froude number changes from a subcritical value of
0.5 to a supercritical value of3.0. Determine the channel width at (2) ifit is 3.6m
wide at ( 1) [4]

Answer:
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6) A pipeline 60 cm in diameter takes off from a reservoir whose water surface elevation
is 150 m above datum. The pipe is 5000 m long and is laid completely at the datum
level. In the last 1200 m of the pipe, water is withdrawn by a series of pipes at uniform
rate of 0.088 /113/ S per 300 m. Find the pressure at the end of the pipeline. Assume f=
0.02 and the pipe to have a dead end. [10]

Answer:
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7) A pump delivers water from a tank A (water surface elevation = 100.00 m) to tank B
(water surface elevation = 150.00 m). The suction pipe is 50 m long (f = 0.25) and 30
ern diameter. The delivery pipe is 900 m long (f=0.020) and 20 em in diameter. If the
head discharge relationships for the pump is given by H p = 80 -7000Q2 , calculate the

discharge in the pipeline and power delivered by the pump. (Neglect minor losses). [In
the pump equation HI' is in m and Q is in 111

3
/ S ] [10]

Answer:
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8) For the network shown in the figure the head loss is given by h r = rQ2 . The values of r

for each pipe, and the discharge into or out of various nodes are shown in the sketch.
The discharges are in an arbitrary unit. Obtain the distribution of discharge in the
network. [10]

r=6
r = 8

r = 6

45.-~----------~r_=_4~---- ~~--40
B c

Answer:
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9) Two reservoirs with a difference in water surface elevation of 10m are connected by a
pipeline ABC which consists of two pipes of AB and BC joined in series. Pipe AB is
10 em in diameter, 20 m long and has a value off=0.02. Pipe BC is of 16 ern diameter,
25 m long and has an f= 0.0018. The junctions with the reservoirs and between the
pipes are abrupt. [Include all minor losses]. Calculate the discharge and what
difference in reservoir elevations is necessary to have a discharge of 15 Lis [10]

Answer:
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